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0. Introduction
In a fundamental paper [4], Baues and Wirsching introduced a very general version of cohomology for small categories.
This Baues–Wirsching cohomology uses general coefficients given by natural systems. A natural system on a small category
C is a functor from the factorization category FC into the category Ab of abelian groups. Baues–Wirsching cohomology
generalizes at once many of the previously constructed versions of cohomology for categories, including Hochschild–
Mitchell cohomology [20], the various versions of cohomology of small categories introduced by Watts [29], Grothendieck
[14], Roos [28] and Quillen [26], MacLane cohomology of rings [17,19,25] and the cohomology of algebraic theories [17].
In this article we analyze the functoriality of Baues–Wirsching cohomology with respect to functors between small
categories. Namely, for a functor u : E → B, we construct natural spectral sequences relating the Baues–Wirsching
cohomology of the category E with that of the category B and associated local fiber data. We derive a first quadrant
cohomology spectral sequence of the form
Ep,q2 ∼= HpBW (B,Hq(−/Fu,D ◦ Q (−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq(−/Fu,D ◦ Q (−)) = limq−/Fu(D ◦ Q (−)) : FB→ Ab
is a particular natural system keeping track of the fiber data. We also introduce the dual concept of Baues–Wirsching
homology of small categories and derive a homology spectral sequence dual to the cohomology spectral sequence above.
Specializing to particular coefficient systems, for example given by bimodules, modules, local or trivial systems, then
induces spectral sequences for Hochschild–Mitchell cohomology and homology and for the other classical cohomology
and homology theories of small categories. An interpretation of the cohomology of algebraic theories in terms of Baues–
Wirsching cohomology due to Jibladze and Pirashvili [17] allows us also to study morphisms of algebraic theories
cohomologically.
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The main ingredient in the construction of these spectral sequences is the André spectral sequence [1]. Given a functor
between small categories, André constructed a spectral sequence for the cohomology and homology of the categories
involved. Using an interpretation of the Baues–Wirsching cohomology andhomology groups as particular Ext and Tor groups
in appropriate functor categories we extend the André spectral sequences to the context of Baues–Wirsching theories and
unify the existing spectral sequence constructions for cohomology and homology of categories studied before. Special cases
of these spectral sequences were also constructed by Cegarra [7] and recently by Robinson [27] to study the functoriality of
cohomology of diagrams of groups and algebras.
In the particular case that the functor u : E → B is a Grothendieck fibration of small categories, the local categorical
data can be identified more explicitly in terms of fiber data. The cohomology spectral sequence for a Grothendieck fibration
turns out to be equivalent to the one constructed by Pirashvili and Redondo [23], which converges to the cohomology of
the Grothendieck construction of a pseudofunctor. We again analyze several special cases, including a general Cartan–Leray
type spectral sequence for categorical group actions. In the particular case of bimodule coefficients such a Cartan–Leray type
spectral sequence was also studied by Ciblis and Redondo [10,23] for Galois coverings of k-linear categories, which proves
to be an important calculational tool for the representation theory of finite-dimensional algebras.
In a sequel to this paperwe aim to study cohomology and homology theorieswith evenmore general coefficient systems,
due to Thomason [30], given by functors from the comma category∆/C into abelian groups or more generally into a model
category, where C is the given small category and∆ the simplex category. These will allow for the construction of spectral
sequences generalizing the classical Bousfield–Kan homotopy limit and colimit spectral sequences (see [6]).
1. Constructing spectral sequences for functors
1.1. Constructing André spectral sequences
In this sectionwe review and unify the constructions of various spectral sequences for functors between small categories.
For a given small category C and an abelian category A , for example if A = Ab is the category of abelian groups, we
can do homological algebra in the functor category Fun(C ,A ). It turns out that Fun(C ,A ) is again an abelian category with
enough projective objects and by a theorem of Grothendieck [14] also with enough injective objects and so the classical
functorial constructions of homological algebra like Ext and Tor can be performed in Fun(C ,A ) (see [12,14]).
Let us first recall the definitions of the cohomology and homology of a small category via derived limits and colimits, and
the construction of the André spectral sequences for general functors between small categories (see [1,16,22]).
Definition 1.1. Let C be a small category and F : C → A a functor to an abelian category A .
(i) Assume A is complete and has exact products. The n-th cohomology of C with coefficients in F is defined as:
Hn(C , F) = limnC F .
(ii) Assume A is cocomplete and has exact coproducts. The n-th homology of C with coefficients in F is defined as:
Hn(C , F) = colimCn F .
Now let u : E → B be a functor between two small categories E andB and F : B→ A a functor fromB to any category
A . We get an induced functor between functor categories
u∗ : Fun(B,A )→ Fun(E ,A ), u∗(F) = F ◦ u.
If the category A is complete then the functor u∗ has a right adjoint functor, the right Kan extension,
Ranu : Fun(E ,A )→ Fun(B,A ).
If A is moreover an abelian category with exact products, then Ranu has right satellites (see [8]),
Rqu∗ := Ranqu : Fun(E ,A )→ Fun(B,A ).
In this general situation we have the following cohomology spectral sequence due to André [1] (see also [16], [22]).
Theorem 1.2. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories and F : E → A a functor to a complete abelian category
A with exact products. Then there exists a first quadrant spectral sequence of the form
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(B, (Rqu∗)(F))⇒ Hp+q(E , F)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations, where Rqu∗ = Ranqu is the q-th right satellite of Ranu, the right Kan
extension along the functor u.
For every functor u : E → B and object b ∈ B let Q b : b/u → E be the forgetful functor from the comma category
b/u to E . We can identify the q-th right satellite Rqu∗ = Ranqu in terms of the comma category as follows (this is the dual
statement of [18, Application 2]):
(RanquF)(b) ∼= limqb/u(F ◦ Q b).
These isomorphisms are natural in objects b and functors F of Fun(E ,A ). Therefore we can identify the E2-term of the
André spectral sequence and obtain the following:
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Corollary 1.3. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories and F : E → A a functor to a complete abelian category
A with exact products. Then there exists a first quadrant spectral sequence of the form
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(B,Hq(−/u, F ◦ Q (−)))⇒ Hp+q(E , F)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq(−/u, F ◦ Q (−)) = limq−/u(F ◦ Q (−)) : B→ A .
We can also consider the dual situation. If the abelian category A is cocomplete then the functor u∗ has a left adjoint
functor, the left Kan extension,
Lanu : Fun(E ,A )→ Fun(B,A ).
If A is moreover an abelian category with exact coproducts then Lanu has left satellites (see [8]),
Lqu∗ := Lanuq : Fun(E ,A )→ Fun(B,A ),
and we get the following homology André spectral sequence:
Theorem 1.4. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories and F : E → A a functor to a cocomplete abelian category
A with exact coproducts. Then there exists a third quadrant spectral sequence of the form
E2p,q ∼= Hp(B, (Lqu∗)(F))⇒ Hp+q(E , F)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations, where Lqu∗ = Lanuq is the q-th left satellite of Lanu, the left Kan
extension along the functor u.
For every functor u : E → B and every given object b ∈ B let Qb : u/b → E be now the forgetful functor from the
comma category u/b to E . We can then identify the q-th left satellite Lqu∗ = Lanuq as follows (see [18, Application 2]):
(LanuqF)(b) ∼= colimu/bq (F ◦ Qb).
These isomorphisms are again natural in objects b and functors F of Fun(E ,A ) and we can identify the E2-term of the
above spectral sequence and obtain:
Corollary 1.5. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories, A a cocomplete abelian category with exact coproducts
and F : E → A a functor. Then there exists a third quadrant spectral sequence of the form
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(B,Hq(u/−, F ◦ Q(−)))⇒ Hp+q(E , F)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq(u/−, F ◦ Q(−)) = colimu/−q (F ◦ Q(−)) : B→ A .
1.2. Constructing spectral sequences for Baues–Wirsching cohomology and homology
Let us now recall the definition of the Baues–Wirsching cohomology of a small category and its main properties [4].
Dually, we will also introduce the notion of Baues–Wirsching homology.
Definition 1.6. Let C be a small category. The factorization category FC of C is the category whose object set is the set of
morphisms of C and whose Hom-sets FC (f , f ′) are the sets of pairs (α, β) such that f ′ = βf α,
b
β / b′
a
f
O
a′.
f ′
O
α
o
The composition of morphisms in the factorization category FC is defined by
(α′, β ′) ◦ (α, β) = (α ◦ α′, β ′ ◦ β).
We will introduce the following general coefficient systems:
Definition 1.7. LetM be a category. A functor D : FC → M is called a natural system with values inM . For α, f , β as above
we write
α∗ = D(α, 1) : D(f )→ D(f ◦ α) (1)
β∗ = D(1, β) : D(f )→ D(β ◦ f ). (2)
The factorization category construction is functorial on the category Cat of small categories. The functor
F : Cat→ Cat
is given on morphisms as follows: if u : E → B is a functor then Fu : FE → FB is the functor given on objects by
Fu(f ) = u(f ) and on morphisms by Fu(α, β) = (u(α), u(β)).
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There is a functor
FC → C op × C
given by (a
f−→ b) → (a, b) and (α, β) → (α, β). This construction is natural in C .
We define now the Baues–Wirsching cohomology of a small category as follows:
Definition 1.8. LetC be a small category and letD : FC → A be a natural systemwith values in a complete abelian category
A with exact products. We define the Baues–Wirsching cochain complex C∗BW (C ,D) as follows: For each integer n ≥ 0 the
n-th cochain object is given by
CnBW (C ,D) =

C0
f1←C1
f2←··· fn←Cn
D(f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn).
Let N•C be the nerve of C . Considering elements of CnBW (C ,D) as maps σ : NnC →

f∈Mor(C ) D(f ) with σ(f1, . . . , fn) ∈
D(f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn), where σ(1C ) ∈ D(1C ) for n = 0, the differential
d : CnBW (C ,D)→ Cn+1BW (C ,D)
is given by
(dσ)(f1, · · · , fn+1) = (f1)∗σ(f2, · · · , fn+1)+
n
i=1
(−1)iσ(f1, · · · , fi ◦ fi+1, · · · , fn+1)+ (−1)n+1(fn+1)∗σ(f1, · · · , fn).
The n-th Baues–Wirsching cohomology is defined as
HnBW (C ,D) = Hn(C∗BW (C ,D), d).
Dually, we can define the Baues–Wirsching homology of a small category.
Definition 1.9. Let C be a small category and let D : (FC )op → A be a (contravariant) natural system with values in a
cocomplete abelian category A with exact coproducts. We define the Baues–Wirsching chain complex CBW∗ (C ,D) as follows:
For each integer n ≥ 0 the n-th chain object is given by
CBWn (C ,D) =

C0
f1←C1
f2←··· fn←Cn
D(f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fn).
Let λ = (C0 f1← C1 f2← · · · fn← Cn) be a string of n composable arrows. Write D(λ) for D(f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fn) and let
inλ : D(λ) ↩→ CBWn (C ,D) be the inclusion. We first define
di : CBWn (C ,D)→ CBWn−1(C ,D), 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
by setting
di ◦ inλ =

ind0λ ◦ D(idCn , f1), if i = 0,
indiλ, if 0 < i < n,
indnλ ◦ D(fn, idC0), if i = n.
Here diλ is the i-th face of the string in the nerve N•C . The differential
d : CBWn (C ,D)→ CBWn−1(C ,D)
is given by the alternating sum
d =
n
i=0
(−1)idi.
The n-th Baues–Wirsching homology is defined as
HBWn (C ,D) = Hn(CBW∗ (C ,D), d).
Remark 1.10. It follows from the definition, that even though the coefficient systems are more general, Baues–Wirsching
cohomology can also be interpreted in terms of classical cohomology of small categories over the factorization category FC ,
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namely we have an isomorphism
HnBW (C ,D) ∼= Hn(FC ,D).
In fact, we can identify Baues–Wirsching cohomology as the derived functors of the limit functor [4, Theorem4.4 and Remark
8.7],
HnBW (C ,D) ∼= ExtnFC (Z,D) ∼= limnFCD,
where Z : FC → A is the constant natural system on C .
Dually, we can identify Baues–Wirsching homology as the derived functors of the colimit functor
HBWn (C ,D) ∼= Tor(FC )
op
n (Z,D) ∼= colim(FC )
op
n D
and therefore get again an isomorphism
HBWn (C ,D) ∼= Hn((FC )op,D).
The Baues–Wirsching cochain complex can also be seen naturally as a functor from the categoryNat of natural systems given
by all pairs (C ,D), where C is a small category and D a natural system into the category of cochain complexes. Similarly
Baues–Wirsching cohomology gives an induced functor fromNat into the category of graded abelian groups Ab.
In particular let us note that any equivalence of small categoriesφ : C ′ → C induces an isomorphismof Baues–Wirsching
cohomology groups (see [4, Theorem 1.11]):
φ∗ : HnBW (C ,D)
∼=→ HnBW (C ′, φ∗D).
The Baues–Wirsching cochain complex can further be extended to give a 2-functor from an extended 2-category of
natural systems into the 2-category of cochain complexes such that the Baues–Wirsching cohomology factors through a
quotient ofNat (see [2,21]) .
Dually, analogous functoriality properties can be obtained for the Baues–Wirsching chain complex and the associated
Baues–Wirsching homology of a small category.
Baues–Wirsching cohomology and homology also generalize many existing cohomology and homology theories whose
coefficient systems can be seen as particular cases of natural systems.
Let us recall the most important examples here (see also [4]). We have the following general diagram of categories and
functors, in which C is a given small category:
FC
π−→ C op × C p−→ C q−→ π1C t−→ 1
In this diagram, π and p are the forgetful functors and q is the localization functor into the fundamental groupoid π1C =
(MorC )−1C of C (see [18]). Furthermore, 1 is the trivial category consisting of one object and one morphism and t is the
trivial functor.
Now let A be a (co)complete abelian category with exact (co)products, as above. Pulling back functors from Fun(C ′,A )
via the functors in the above diagram, where C ′ (or C ′op) is any one of the categories in the diagram, induces (contravariant)
natural systems on the category C and we can define various versions of cohomology and homology of small categories,
which can all be seen as special cases of Baues–Wirsching cohomology or homology in this way (see [4, Definition 1.18]).
Definition 1.11. LetA be a complete abelian categorywith exact products for cohomology, or a cocomplete abelian category
with exact coproducts for homology. Then:
(i) M is called a C -bimodule ifM is a functor of Fun(C op×C ,A ). Define the cohomology H∗HM(C ,M) = H∗BW (C , π∗M) and
dually the homology HHM∗ (C ,M) = HBW∗ (C , π op∗M).
(ii) F is called a C -module if F is a functor of Fun(C ,A ) or dually of Fun(C op,A ). Define the cohomology H∗(C , F) =
H∗BW (C , π∗p∗F) and dually the homology H∗(C op, F) = HBW∗ (C , π op∗pop∗F).
(iii) L is called a local system on C if L is a functor of Fun(π1C ,A ). Define the cohomology H∗(C , L) = H∗BW (C , π∗p∗q∗L) and
dually the homology H∗(C , L) = HBW∗ (C , π op∗pop∗qop∗L).
(iv) A is a trivial system on C if A is an abelian group (resp. an object in A ), i.e. a functor of Fun(1,Ab) (resp. a functor
of Fun(1,A )). Define the cohomology H∗(C , A) = H∗BW (C , π∗p∗q∗t∗A) and dually the homology H∗(C , A) =
HBW∗ (C , π op
∗pop∗qop∗top∗A).
These various cohomology and homology theories can be identified with the ones known previously in the literature.
We have the following result (see [4, Section 8]).
Proposition 1.12. Let A be a complete abelian category with exact products. Then:
(i) For any C -bimodule M of Fun(C op × C ,A ) we have:
HnHM(C ,M) ∼= ExtnFC (Z, π∗M) ∼= ExtnCop×C (ZC ,M).
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(ii) For any C -module F of Fun(C ,A ) we have:
Hn(C , F) ∼= ExtnFC (Z, π∗p∗F) ∼= ExtnC (Z, F) ∼= limnC F .
(iii) For any local system L on C of Fun(π1C ,A ) we have:
Hn(C , L) ∼= ExtnFC (Z, π∗p∗q∗L) ∼= Extnπ1C (Z, L)∼= limnπ1C L ∼= Hn(BC , L)
where BC is the classifying space of the small category C .
Proof. The statements of (i) and (ii) follow immediately from [4, Proposition 8.5]. The canonicalC -bimoduleZC : C op×C →
A used in (i) carries any object (A, B) to the free abelian group generated by the morphism set HomC (A, B). The statement
of (iii) is due to Quillen [26, §1, p. 83, (1)]. 
Dually, we have a similar characterization for the various homology theories of a small category.
Proposition 1.13. Let A be a cocomplete abelian category with exact coproducts. Then:
(i) For any C -bimodule M of Fun(C × C op,A ) we have:
HHMn (C ,M) ∼= Tor(FC )opn (Z, π op∗M) ∼= TorC×Copn (ZC ,M).
(ii) For any C -module F of Fun(C op,A ) we have:
Hn(C , F) ∼= Tor(FC )opn (Z, π op∗pop∗F) ∼= TorCopn (Z, F) ∼= colimCopn F .
(iii) For any local system L on C of Fun(π1C ,A ) we have:
Hn(C , L) ∼= Tor(FC )opn (Z, π op∗pop∗qop∗L) ∼= Torπ1Cn (Z, L)∼= colimπ1Cn L ∼= Hn(BC , L)
where BC is the classifying space of the small category C .
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are just dual to those of the preceding theorem and the statement of (iii) was proven by
Quillen [26, §1, p.83, (2)]. 
The cohomology and homology theories in (i) for C -bimodule coefficients are the ones introduced by Hochschild
and Mitchell, and which are also referred to as Hochschild–Mitchell cohomology [9,20]. Hochschild–Mitchell homology of
categories was also introduced and studied before by Pirashvili andWaldhausen [25]. Special cases of (ii) have been studied
by Watts [29], Roos [28] and Quillen [26]. These in turn also naturally generalize group cohomology and homology, where
a group G is simply seen as a category with one object and morphism set G.
We will now derive several spectral sequences for Baues–Wirsching cohomology and homology from the respective
André spectral sequences as constructed in the first paragraph.
Let us consider a functor u : E → B between small categories and the following diagram of categories and functors as
defined before:
FE
π /
Fu

E op × E
uop×u

p / E
u

q / π1E
π1(u)

t / 1
FB
π˜ / Bop ×B p˜ / B q˜ / π1B t˜ / 1
In order to deal with all the different cases of coefficient systems at once, let us write C for any of the categories in the
lower row of the above diagram and denote by u′ : FE → C the associated composition of functors. Furthermore, let A be
a complete abelian category with exact products. We have in each case a diagram:
Fun(FE ,A )
u′∗
/
limFE
"F
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF
F
Fun(C ,A )
u′∗o
limC
|yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
A
c
<yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
c
bFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
where c denotes the constant diagram functor, u′∗ is pre-composition with u′, and the other functors in the diagram are the
right adjoints of these, given by the limits limFE , limC and by u′∗ = Ranu′ .
The spectral sequence for the derived functors of the composite functor
limFE (−) = limCu′∗(−)
is an André spectral sequence as considered above. It converges to the Baues–Wirsching cohomology of E with coefficients
D of Fun(FE ,A ) and therefore Theorem 1.2 gives a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence of the form:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(C , Ranqu′(D))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
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Identifying the terms in the E2-page according to Corollary 1.3 we therefore get:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(C ,Hq(−/u′,D ◦ Q (−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
where D ◦ Q (−) is the composition of functors
−/u′ Q (−)−→ FE D−→ A .
In particular cases the E2-page may be simplified. For example in the case C = FB with u′ = Fu considered above, we
get the following spectral sequence:
Theorem 1.14. Let E and B be small categories and u : E → B a functor. Let A be a complete abelian category with exact
products. Given a natural system D : FE → A on E , there is a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence
Ep,q2 ∼= HpBW (B, (RqFu∗)(D))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where RqFu∗ = RanqFu is the q-th right satellite of RanFu, the right
Kan extension along Fu.
Using the identification of the terms in the E2-page as above we get therefore:
Corollary 1.15. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories and A a complete abelian category with exact products.
Let D : FE → A be a natural system on E . Then there exists a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence of the form
Ep,q2 ∼= HpBW (B,Hq(−/Fu,D ◦ Q (−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq(−/Fu,D ◦ Q (−)) = limq−/Fu(D ◦ Q (−)) : FB→ A .
For the case C = Bop × B and u′ = π˜ ◦ Fu with a natural system D : FE → A on E we get in particular the following
spectral sequence:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(Bop ×B, Rq(π˜ ◦ Fu)∗(D))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which after identifying the various terms involved gives a spectral sequence for Baues–Wirsching cohomology in terms of
Hochschild–Mitchell cohomology:
Theorem 1.16. Let E and B be small categories and u : E → B a functor. Let A be a complete abelian category with exact
products. Given a natural system D : FE → A , there is a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence
Ep,q2 ∼= HpHM(B, Rq((uop × u) ◦ π)∗(D))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where Rq((uop × u) ◦ π)∗ = Ranq(uop×u)◦π is given as the q-th
right satellite of Ran(uop×u)◦π , the right Kan extension along (uop × u) ◦ π .
As before we can identify the terms in the E2-page of the spectral sequence with more concrete data and get:
Corollary 1.17. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories. LetA be a complete abelian category with exact products.
Given a natural system D : FE → A , there is a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence
Ep,q2 ∼= HpHM(B,Hq(−/(uop × u) ◦ π,D ◦ Q (−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq(−/(uop × u) ◦ π,D ◦ Q (−)) = limq−/(uop×u)◦π (D ◦ Q (−)) : Bop ×B→ A .
In the special case that D = π∗M for a bimodule M : E op × E → A on E we can further identify the E2-term of the
spectral sequence in Theorem 1.16 to obtain a spectral sequence for Hochschild–Mitchell cohomology of the form:
Ep,q2 ∼= HpHM(B, Rq(uop × u)∗(M))⇒ Hp+qHM (E ,M)
Similarly, we can identify the E2-page in terms of local fiber data as above in Corollary 1.17. This spectral sequence can also
be derived directly from the cohomological André spectral sequence of Theorem 1.2 using the interpretation of Hochschild–
Mitchell cohomology as an appropriate cohomology of small categories.
Dually, using similar arguments as above we can derive homological versions of the spectral sequences for Baues–
Wirsching homology of categories.
Theorem 1.18. Let E and B be small categories and u : E → B a functor. Let A be a cocomplete abelian category with exact
coproducts. Given a contravariant natural system D : FE → A on E , there is a third quadrant homology spectral sequence
E2p,q ∼= HBWp (B, (LqFu∗)(D))⇒ HBWp+q(E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations, where LqFu∗ = LanFuq is the q-th left satellite of LanFu, the left Kan
extension along Fu.
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Proof. This is simply dual to the statement of Theorem 1.14 and follows from the dual André homology spectral sequence
involving the higher derived functors of colim(FC )
op
n D in the description of Baues–Wirsching homology H
BW
n (C ,D) (see [1],
[16, p. 2291] and [18, Appendix II.3]). 
We can further identify the E2-page of this spectral sequence and get:
Corollary 1.19. Let E and B be small categories and u : E → B a functor. Let A be a cocomplete abelian category with exact
coproducts. Given a contravariant natural system D : FE → A on E , there is a third quadrant cohomology spectral sequence
E2p,q ∼= HBWp (B,Hq(Fu/−,D ◦ Q(−)))⇒ HBWp+q(E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq(Fu/−,D ◦ Q(−)) = colim(Fu/−)opq (D ◦ Q(−)) : (FB)op → A .
Proof. We can identify the E2-term in the above homology spectral sequence as follows (see [1,16])
LanFuq (D) ∼= colim(Fu/−)
op
q (D ◦ Q(−))
which then gives the desired homology spectral sequence. 
For the special case C = Bop × B and u′ = π˜ ◦ Fu with a contravariant natural system D : FE → A on E we get a
homology spectral sequence
E2p,q ∼= Hp(Bop ×B, Lq(π˜ ◦ Fu)∗(D))⇒ HBWp+q(E ,D)
which after identifying the various terms gives the following spectral sequence for Hochschild–Mitchell homology dual to
the one of Theorem 1.16:
Theorem 1.20. Let E and B be small categories and u : E → B a functor. Let A be a cocomplete abelian category with exact
coproducts. Given a contravariant natural system D : FE → A , there is a third quadrant homology spectral sequence
E2p,q ∼= HHMp (B, Lq((uop × u) ◦ π)∗(D))⇒ HBWp+q(E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where Lq((uop × u) ◦ π)∗ = Lan(u×uop)◦πopq is given as the q-th
left satellite of Lan(u×uop)◦πop , the left Kan extension along (u× uop) ◦ π op.
Similarly, we can again identify the terms in the E2-page of the spectral sequence and obtain:
Corollary 1.21. Let u : E → B be a functor between small categories and A a cocomplete abelian category with exact
coproducts. Given a contravariant natural system D : FE → A , there is a third quadrant homology spectral sequence
E2p,q ∼= HHMp (B,Hq((uop × u) ◦ π/−,D ◦ Q(−)))⇒ HBWp+q(E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to natural transformations and where
Hq((uop × u) ◦ π/−,D ◦ Q(−)) = colim((uop×u)◦π/−)opq (D ◦ Q(−)) : Bop ×B→ A .
As above in the special case D = π∗M for a bimodule M : E op × E → A on E we can further identify the E2-term of
the spectral sequence similarly as in Theorem 1.16 to obtain a spectral sequence for Hochschild–Mitchell homology of the
form:
E2p,q ∼= HHMp (B, Lq((uop × u)∗)(M))⇒ HHMp+q(E ,M)
And again we can now identify the E2-page in terms of local fiber data as above in Corollary 1.17. This spectral sequence
could also be derived directly from the homological André spectral sequence of Theorem 1.4 using the interpretation of
Hochschild–Mitchell homology as an appropriate homology of small categories.
With similar arguments as above, we can also derive cohomology and homology spectral sequences for more special
coefficient systems like E -modules, local systems or trivial systems,whichwewill leave to the interested reader. For the case
of E -modules we only note that one just recovers the cohomology and homology André spectral sequences of Theorems 1.2
and 1.4. In the case of local systems, the spectral sequences can also be interpreted as a Leray type spectral sequence for the
induced map Bu : BE → BB between the classifying spaces of the categories E andB.
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1.3. A spectral sequence for the cohomology of algebraic theories
Let us now consider an application to the cohomology of algebraic theories. Jibladze and Pirashvili [17] constructed a
general cohomology theory for algebraic theories, which gives a well-behaved cohomology theory for rings and algebras.
They also indicated the importance of having more general coefficient systems than just modules. One approach towards
this is to interpret cohomology of algebraic theories again as an appropriate Baues–Wirsching cohomology with natural
systems as coefficients, see [17, Section 6]. One needs to use these more general coefficient systems, for example, when
classifying extensions of algebraic theories.
Let us first recall the definition of an algebraic theory:
Definition 1.22. A (finitary) algebraic theory is a category whose objects are the natural numbers N, denoted
0, 1, 2, . . .n, . . . , equipped with distinguished isomorphisms
φn : n ∼=−→ 1n
between each objectn and the product of n copies of the object1. Morphisms between algebraic theories are simply functors
which are identities on objects and preserve finite products, i. e. functors preserving themorphismsφn for all n. The category
of algebraic theories will be denoted by Theories.
Now let T be an algebraic theory. There is an equivalence of categories [17, Section 6]
Ab(Theories/T) ∼= Natth(Top)
where Ab(Theories/T) is the category of internal abelian group objects in the comma category Theories/T andNatth(Top) is
the category of coproduct-preserving natural systems on the opposite category Top, that is, natural systems D such that for
any diagram in T of the form
y1
x
f / y1 × y2 × . . .× yn
p1 2eeeeeeeeeeeee
pn ,YYYY
YYYYYY
YY
...
yn,
where pi are the canonical projections, the homomorphism
D(f op)→ D(f op ◦ p1op)⊕ · · · ⊕ D(f op ◦ pnop)
induced by the structure maps (popi )
∗ of Definition 1.7 (1) is an isomorphism.
The cohomology with coefficients M in Ab(Theories/T) of an algebraic theory T is defined as the Baues–Wirsching
cohomology
H∗(T,M) = H∗BW (Top, M˜)
where M˜ is the natural system associated to M by the above equivalence between the categories Ab(Theories/T) and
Natth(Top). The cohomology may be calculated with the complex given in Definition 1.8 or using a smaller normalized
complex as explained in [3]. Dually, we can also define the homology of algebraic theories as
H∗(T,M) = HBW∗ (Top, M˜).
Now let u : E→ B be a morphism of algebraic theories andM a coefficient system from Ab(Theories/E), then it follows
from Corollary 1.15 that there exists a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence
Ep,q2 ∼= HpBW (Bop,Hq(−/Fuop, M˜ ◦ Q (−)))⇒ Hp+q(E,M).
Dually, from Corollary 1.19 we get a third quadrant homology spectral sequence
E2p,q ∼= HBWp (Bop,Hq(Fuop/−, M˜ ◦ Q(−)))⇒ Hp+q(E,M).
In general though, the E2-pages of these spectral sequences are only given as general Baues–Wirsching cohomology groups
and might not always be identified with a certain cohomology or homology of the algebraic theory B.
2. Constructing spectral sequences for Grothendieck fibrations
2.1. Grothendieck fibrations and spectral sequences
In this section we will analyze the spectral sequence constructions in the particular situation of a Grothendieck
fibration of small categories. Applying the spectral sequence constructions of the preceding sections to a functor which
is a Grothendieck fibration allows to identify the E2-pages with simpler cohomology or homology groups keeping track of
the fiber data.
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Given any functor u : E → B and an object b ofB, recall that the fiber category Eb = u−1(b) is the subcategory of E that
fits into the pullback diagram
Eb /

E
u
∗ b / B.
The objects of Eb are those objects of E which map onto b via the functor u and the morphisms are given by those which
map to the identity 1b.
We now have the following notion of a fibration between small categories due to Grothendieck [15, Exposé VI]:
Definition 2.1. Let E and B be small categories. A Grothendieck fibration is a functor u : E → B such that the fibers
Eb = u−1(b) depend contravariantly and pseudofunctorially on the objects b of the categoryB. The category E is also called
a category fibered overB.
There aremany equivalent explicit definitions of a Grothendieck fibration.We only recall here from [13], that u : E → B
is a Grothendieck fibration if for each object b ofB the inclusion functor from the fiber into the comma category
jb : Eb → b/u, e → (e, b =−→ ue)
is coreflexive, i.e. has a right adjoint left inverse. We have the following general characterization of Grothendieck fibrations:
Theorem 2.2. There is an equivalence of 2-categories
Fib(B)
≃↔ PsdFun(Bop, Cat)
between the 2-category of Grothendieck fibrations Fib(B) over a categoryB and the 2-category of contravariant pseudofunctors
PsdFun(Bop, Cat) fromB to the category Cat of small categories.
Proof. For a detailed proof we refer to [15] or [5, Vol. 2, 8.3.1]. The equivalence is induced by the Grothendieck construction
: PsdFun(Bop, Cat)→ Fib(B), F →

B
F .
And if conversely u : E → B is a Grothendieck fibration the assignment
G : Bop → Cat, b → Eb = u−1(b).
defines a pseudofunctor. 
Let u : E → B be a Grothendieck fibration and D : FE → A be a natural system on the category E , where A is a
complete abelian category with exact products.
We get a local systemHqBW (G(−),D|FE(−)) : B→ A from the associated pseudofunctor G : Bop → Cat by assigning to
every object b of the categoryB the q-th Baues–Wirsching cohomology of the category G(b)
H
q
BW (G(−),D|FE(−)) : B→ A , b → HqBW (G(b),D|FEb)
with coefficients in the natural system D|FEb : FEb → A .
For each object b of the base categoryB we have a cartesian diagram
Eb
=

jb / b/u
Q b

Eb

ib / E
u
∗ b / B.
Let Rb denote the right adjoint functor of the inclusion functor jb and let Db denote the natural system on b/u given by the
following composition,
Db : F(b/u) FRb−→ FEb Fib−→ FE D−→ A .
Nowwe get a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence from the cohomology spectral sequence for the Grothendieck
construction of Pirashvili–Redondo [23] and the equivalence between Grothendieck fibrations and pseudofunctors:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(B,HqBW (−/u,D(−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
This spectral sequence is functorial with respect to 1-morphisms, i.e. natural transformations between Grothendieck
fibrations.
To summarize, we have constructed the following cohomology spectral sequence for general Grothendieck fibrations of
small categories:
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Theorem 2.3. Let E and B be small categories and let u : E → B be a Grothendieck fibration. Given a natural system
D : FE → A on E , where A is a complete abelian category with exact products, there is a first quadrant spectral sequence
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(B,HqBW (−/u,D(−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
which is functorial with respect to 1-morphisms of Grothendieck fibrations.
In order to identify the E2-term of this spectral sequence with local data of the fiber category we need the following
definition, which corresponds to the property of h-locality introduced in [23].
Definition 2.4. A natural system D : FE → A is called local if the adjoint functor Rb of the inclusion functor jb : Eb → b/u
induces an isomorphism in Baues–Wirsching cohomology
HqBW (b/u,Db) ∼= HqBW (Eb,D ◦ Fib)
for every q and every object b of the base categoryB, i.e. we have a natural isomorphism of local coefficient systems
H
q
BW (−/u,D(−)) ∼= HqBW (E(−),D ◦ Fi(−)).
Identifying the E2-page of the above spectral sequence, we now have the following cohomology spectral sequence:
Theorem 2.5. Let E and B be small categories and u : E → B be a Grothendieck fibration. Given a local natural system
D : FE → A on E , where A is a complete abelian category with exact products, there is a first quadrant spectral sequence
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(B,HqBW (E(−),D ◦ Fi(−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (E ,D)
with the local coefficient system
H
q
BW (E(−),D ◦ Fi(−)) : B→ A , b → HqBW (Eb,D ◦ Fib).
Furthermore, the spectral sequence is functorial with respect to 1-morphisms of Grothendieck fibrations.
Proof. This follows immediately from the construction of the cohomology spectral sequence in Theorem 2.3 and the
definition of a local natural system D : FE → A on the total category E . 
Dually, we can also derive a homology version of the spectral sequence for a Grothendieck fibration by invoking the
obvious dual notions and constructions involved:
Theorem 2.6. Let E andB be small categories and u : E → B be a Grothendieck fibration. Given a colocal contravariant natural
system D : FE → A on E , where A is a cocomplete abelian category with exact coproducts, there is a third quadrant spectral
sequence
E2p,q ∼= Hp(B,HBWq (E(−),D ◦ Fi(−)))⇒ HBWp+q(E ,D)
with the local coefficient system
HBWq (E(−),D ◦ Fi(−)) : B→ A , b → HBWq (Eb,D ◦ Fib).
Furthermore, the spectral sequence is functorial with respect to 1-morphisms of Grothendieck fibrations.
As in the preceding sectionswe can specialize these cohomology andhomology spectral sequences for coefficient systems
of bimodules, modules, local systems or trivial systems. The associated spectral sequences will then for example in the case
of bimodules relate the Hochschild–Mitchell cohomology or homology groups in a Grothendieck fibration. We leave it to
the interested reader to work out the details.
2.2. Applications and examples
In this final section we will give interpretations and applications of particular spectral sequences, which were studied
before in the literature.
Formulated here in the language of Grothendieck fibrations, the cohomology spectral sequence of Theorem 2.3 can also
be seen as an equivalent version of the Pirashvili–Redondo spectral sequence, which converges to the Baues–Wirsching
cohomology of the Grothendieck construction of a pseudofunctor (see [23,24]). And this spectral sequence again generalizes
several others. Let us study some important examples.
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Example 2.7. Let C be a small category with an action of a group G. The group G can be considered as a small category with
a single object ⋆ and the group G as morphism set. A G-action on C is then simply given as a functor
F : Gop → Cat, F(⋆) = C .
We can view F as a pseudofunctor and the Grothendieck construction gives a small category

G F . The above equivalence
between pseudofunctors and Grothendieck fibrations therefore gives a Grothendieck fibration of small categories
u :

G
F → G.
Given in addition a natural system D : G F → Ab, we get therefore a first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence of the
form:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(G,HqBW (−/u,D(−)))⇒ Hp+qBW (

G
F ,D).
Finally, we can identify the fiber data in this particular situation, which allows to rewrite the E2-page and get:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(G,HqBW (C ,D))⇒ Hp+qBW (

G
F ,D).
This can be interpreted as a categorical version of the classical Cartan–Leray spectral sequence, which was also derived as a
special case in [23, Remark 5.4] and for local coefficient systems in [11, Proposition 5.4.2].
Let us also study the particular situation of a k-linear category with a G-action, which is of importance in representation
theory. Let k be a field and C be a k-linear category, i.e. a small category where morphism sets are k-vector spaces and
composition is k-bilinear.
Assume now that a group G is acting freely on C . As before we can take the Grothendieck construction which in this
situation gives the quotient or orbit category

G F = C/G. So we get as a special case a Cartan–Leray spectral sequence,
which calculates the Baues–Wirsching cohomology of the quotient category:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(G,HqBW (C ,D))⇒ Hp+qBW (C/G,D).
For bimodule coefficientsM ofFun(C/G,Ab), this spectral sequence is theCartan–Leray spectral sequence of Ciblis–Redondo
[10, Theorem 3.11] (see also [23, Remark 5.3]), which calculates the Hochschild–Mitchell cohomology of the quotient
category C/G.
We can also derive dual homology versions of the above cohomology spectral sequences, but will leave these
straightforward constructions to the interested reader.
Let us finally mention the case of cohomology and homology with local or trivial coefficient systems, which correspond
to singular cohomology and homology of the associated classifying spaces with local or constant coefficients.
Example 2.8. Let u : E → B be a Grothendieck fibration and L : π1E → Ab a local system on E . Then we get the following
first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence from Theorem 2.5:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(BB,Hq(BE(−), L(−)))⇒ Hp+q(BE , L)
with the local systemHq(BE(−), L(−)) : π1B→ Ab as coefficients.
Dually, we have a third quadrant homology spectral sequence from Theorem 2.6:
E2p,q ∼= Hp(BB,Hq(BE(−), L(−)))⇒ Hp+q(BE , L)
with the local systemHq(BE(−), L(−)) : π1B→ Ab as coefficients.
Specializing even further, using trivial systems of coefficients in a constant abelian group A, i.e. functors A : 1→ Ab, we
get immediately the following first quadrant cohomology spectral sequence:
Ep,q2 ∼= Hp(BB,Hq(BE(−), A))⇒ Hp+q(BE , A)
And dually again, we have a third quadrant homology spectral sequence:
E2p,q ∼= Hp(BB,Hq(BE(−), A))⇒ Hp+q(BE , A)
In general, starting with a Grothendieck fibration u : E → B of small categories and applying the classifying space
functor B(−) does not give a fibration or quasi-fibration of topological spaces. But del Hoyo [11, Theorem 5.3.1] showed that
if u : E → B ismoreover a Quillen fibration of small categories, whichmeans essentially that all the classifying spaces of the
fibers Eb are weakly homotopy equivalent, then applying a fibered version Bf (−) of the classifying space functor does indeed
give a quasi-fibration of topological spaces and therefore the particular spectral sequences above are Serre type spectral
sequences.
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